Abstract-In this paper, the dynamic behavior of a nonlinear circuit element termed a Bernoulli cell is described, which is composed of a suitably biased bipolar junction transistor (BJT) and an emitter connected grounded capacitor. This cell has application in the synthesis of log-domain filters, since it facilitates the development of a low-level design approach in which a frequency-domain transfer function is decomposed into timedomain current product equalities that can be implemented by direct use of the translinear principle (TLP). Furthermore, the dynamic of a log-domain structure can be analyzed and its frequency response can be easily derived when the embedded Bernoulli cells are identified. An analysis and a synthesis example are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A COMMON feature of both translinear (TL) circuits and log-domain structures is the fact that their operation is based on the large-signal exponential characteristic of bipolar junction transistors (BJT's). TL circuits operate in accordance with the TL principle (TLP), as was elegantly expressed by Gilbert [1] . Generally, TL circuits are not exploited to generate frequency-dependent responses, and real-time static linear and nonlinear functions seem to be their main application area [2] , [3] . On the other hand, log-domain filters, an idea originally proposed by Adams [4] and fully articulated by Frey [5] , [6] , can be considered as comprising suitably interconnected complete TL loops with capacitors placed at loop intersections. This has led to log-domain filters also being classified as dynamic TL circuits [22] .
Log-domain filters are a significant class of the exponential state-space (ESS) [6] topologies which have been identified by Tsividis as forming part of a broader branch of structures classified as externally linear internally nonlinear (ELIN) networks [7] . Log-domain filter operation is based on instantaneous companding [8] - [11] and these circuits are of theoretical and technological interest because they potentially offer highfrequency operation, tuneability, and extended dynamic range under low power supply voltages [12] - [15] . Moreover, it has been shown that the exponential characteristic of MOSFET's in weak inversion is particularly suited for log-domain micropower applications [16] . Despite these potential benefits, some crucial performance issues, such as noise behavior and distortion, are still under theoretical and experimental investigation [11] , [18] - [20] .
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Log-domain filter-synthesis methods proposed so far by Frey [5] , [6] and Perry-Roberts [21] start from a high-level transfer function description (either state-space or signalflow graph) and end up with a circuit-level architecture of integrating nodes interconnected by complete TL loops. The high-level nature of these methods prevents the designer from treating the TL loops as fundamental circuit elements. The state-space synthesis method proposed by Frey is based on an ingenious exponential mapping of the state variables and gives the designer the freedom to choose the particular mapping on any required transfer function. However, the method seems to be difficult to apply for the implementation of filters of a higher order, primarily because it becomes cumbersome for the designer to find and manipulate the large number of state-variable mappings and extract the necessary circuit design equations. The LC-ladder synthesis method proposed by Perry-Roberts is a more modular approach which is suitable for the synthesis of higher order filters, and the resulting circuits are implemented by interconnecting logdomain inverting and noninverting summing integrator blocks. However, a modular approach, although useful, does not seem to provide a more experienced designer with a clear flexibility to investigate new or improved designs. The motivation for this work was thus to attempt to combine at transistor level the modularity of the Perry-Roberts LC-ladder approach with the design freedom of Frey's state-space mapping method.
The analysis of log-domain structures has been addressed by Mulder et al. in [22] . The method proposed in [22] is based on the identification of TL loops within the circuit which allows the subsequent elimination of the nonlinear capacitor currents which are treated as unknowns.
In this paper, an alternative bottom-up approach to logdomain filter design is introduced. A simple transistor level cell is identified, composed of a single BJT and an emitter connected grounded capacitor. This cell is shown to obey the nonlinear Bernoulli equation and thus is termed a Bernoulli cell. This provides the designer with an alternative method of evaluating the close connection between the complete TL loops embedded within a log-domain circuit and the resulting dynamic behavior of the circuit. This low-level approach is developed further as a powerful tool for both the analysis and the synthesis of log-domain topologies.
This paper aims to do the following. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the Bernoulli cell is identified. Section III deals with the incorporation of Bernoulli cells in log-domain structures, while Section IV shows the use of the Bernoulli cell as an analysis tool by means of a worked example. Section V develops a low-level logdomain synthesis procedure and describes a design example of a second-order lowpass filter. Section VI presents confirming simulation results for both synthesis and analysis examples, while conclusions are offered in Section VII.
II. THE BERNOULLI CELL
In general, a high-order log-domain filter could be considered as a system of complete interconnected TL loops with capacitors placed at intersections within the loops (see for example the fifth-order log-domain filter introduced by Perry and Roberts in [21] and shown in Fig. 1 ). At each intersection a circuit element can be identified, as shown in Fig. 2 . This cell is formed by placing a grounded capacitor at the emitter of a forward-biased npn BJT. A complementary version of this cell has been used before by Perry and Roberts (see shaded areas of Fig. 1 ) whereas the npn-only cell of Fig. 2 itself has been used before by Frey [13] and Punzenberger and Enz [23] for the top-down construction of state-space or integrator-based log-domain filters. Here, the differential equation that governs the BJT collector current of that particular cell is formally identified and is associated with the equations describing the dynamic behavior of log-domain structures in a systematic way. Although the following analysis is presented for an npn-only cell, the treatment of a complementary cell is similar.
Making the reasonable approximation that the BJT collector current (see Fig. 2 ) obeys the exponential law (1) where every term has its usual meaning, then
Differentiation of (1) yields the following nonlinear differential equation:
Interestingly, (3) is of the Bernoulli form and so we will term the circuit of Fig. 2 
The terms and are input parameters determinable by the designer, while is the variable describing the dynamic behavior of the cell. The information provided by can be accessed indirectly via the Bernoulli-cell collector current since . One way of accessing is via the TL principle. When viewed in terms of interconnected Bernoulli cells, the key role of TL loops in log-domain structures is clear. The TL loops allow access to the parameter which linearizes the differential equations controlling the Bernoulli cells' time-domain behavior. In the topology of Fig. 1 , five TL loops-illustrated with dotted lines-can be identified, which access the dynamic behavior of the five complementary Bernoulli cells.
III. BERNOULLI CELLS IN LOG-DOMAIN STRUCTURES

A. A Single Input-Driven Bernoulli Cell
A convenient way of applying the Bernoulli cell of Fig. 2 to log-domain filtering is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The input current is converted to a logarithmically compressed voltage where
Substitution of (7) into (5) yields (8) Equation (8) can be interpreted as a transformed expression for KCL at the emitter of the Bernoulli-cell BJT. Recall that is the collector current whereas is the current sourced from the transistor emitter. Thus, the capacitor current is given by (9) Obviously, this is not the only way of driving a Bernoulli cell. Any topology which ensures that the base terminal variations shown in Fig. 2 are equal to the quantity , where is the input signal, will realize the transformed KCL expression of (8) .
B. Interconnection of Bernoulli Cells
In Fig The linearized expression for the second cell can be derived from (5) by substituting (11) From (9) is clear that (see Fig. 3 Since the level shifter ensures that , being a constant current source, (11) finally yields (13) The generalization of (13) for the last cell of Bernoulli cells, interconnected as shown in Fig. 3(c) , when is given by (14) Equations (10), (13) and (14) [5] , although Frey's state-space synthesis method requires the quantities etc., to be selected (arbitrarily) at the mapping stage. In this case, the quantities remain presently undefined.
Substitution of the variables given by (15.b) allows the transformed KCL (10), (13) and (14) to be reexpressed as (16) This system of linear ordinary differential equations describes the dynamic behavior of the interconnected Bernoulli cells. These interconnected cells can be considered as the basic backbone of the log-domain filter. The dimensional consistency of (16) The application of Bernoulli cells to log-domain filtering, either as an analysis tool or as a synthesis tool, is based on the appropriate interpretation of (10), (13) and (14) or the equivalent system of (16). Equations (16) could be considered as a modular "log-domain state-space," with the quantities representing the state-variables, and can be used for the synthesis of log-domain filters by equating them to a conventional linear state-space description of a desired transfer function [28] , [29] . This paper focuses on presenting an alternative low-level synthesis route,other than that described in [28] , [29] , and also describes the use of (16) as an analysis tool. In the following section an analysis example is presented in order to familiarize the reader with the proposed approach.
IV. BERNOULLI-CELL-BASED ANALYSIS
OF LOG-DOMAIN STRUCTURES The analysis of log-domain structures is fairly simple if an interconnection of Bernoulli cells can be identified since the dynamic behavior of the cells can be described by (16) which, as was previously shown, correspond to KCL expressions at the emitters of the Bernoulli-cell transistors. When the following steps are taken, a given log-domain structure can be analyzed in a systematic way.
i. Identify the interconnected Bernoulli cells and express the time-domain relations governing their dynamic behavior in terms of the variables (or equivalently of the collector currents ). For a translinear topology this procedure is straightforward since the TLP can be applied directly to determine the required timedomain current-product equalities. ii. Apply the expressions for the variables found during step i. to the system of differential equations described by (16) . When the resulting differential equation(s) describing the relation between the input and the output(s) are linear with constant coefficients, the input-output behavior in the frequency domain can be derived by applying the Laplace Transform. The above procedure is best clarified by means of an example. Consider the log-domain structure shown in Fig. 4 which is obtained from the basic backbone shown in Fig. 3(b) by subtracting a current from the second cell integration node and adding two current sources and to the first and second cell capacitor nodes, respectively. The topology can be interpreted as two Bernoulli cells interconnected by means of two TL loops: one formed by transistors (first TL loop) and the second by transistors (second TL loop). Applying the TLP to these loops, neglecting base currents and series ohmic resistances Proceeding to step ii. and realizing that and , it will hold from (16) (for simplicity identical capacitors are assumed)
From (18.b) , thus the second differential equation is linear with constant in time coefficients. Applying the Laplace transform to the above system (19) of differential equations produces (the steady state response is considered) (20) where the third equation is obtained from (18.a) since . Elementary algebra can now be used to solve for the quantity and show that the input-output relation in frequency domain is given by (21) which corresponds to a lowpass behavior with a pole frequency equal to (22) and a quality factor (23) The gain factor of the filter is given by 
The (or ) variable can be sensed by means of an additional pair of BJT's, as discussed earlier in Section III. Referring to Fig. 3(d) , for the output current (which for convenience is hereafter simply denoted as ) it will hold (28) or taking the Laplace transform (29) Equation (29) reveals that when the quantity is a second-order lowpass filtered version of the input , then the transfer function will correspond to a second-order lowpass filter. From (27) , when (29) and (31) gives (32) which corresponds to the transfer function of a second-order lowpass filter. In order for the desired transfer function to be realized by means of a cascade of two Bernoulli cells, the necessary conditions (30.a) and (30.b) should be satisfied and the output current should be proportional to the variable . In what follows it will be shown that when a certain set of substitutions is applied to the time-domain equivalent of (32) and a subsequent continued fraction expansion is adopted, then the conditions (30.a) and (30.b) necessary for the realization of (32) can be extracted. More specifically, to understand how (32) can be synthesized, note that it can be written equivalently as (33) and applying the inverse Laplace transform to (33) (35) is the time-domain equivalent of (32) .
At this point, recall from (15.c) that the th Bernoulli-cell capacitor current has the form This suggests that (35) can be physically implemented by substituting Bernoulli-cell capacitor currents for terms of the form . The question arises as to which capacitor current should be chosen as the substitute for each of the separate terms and . At the circuit level there will be two Bernoulli-cell capacitor currents, and , so there are two different possible substitutions and the number of possible substitutions will clearly increase for a higher order filter. In order to decide which substitutions to choose we must ask which of the resulting design equations will be physically realizable and will correspond to the desired transfer functions. However, let us put this question aside for the moment and simply choose to substitute and .
Equation (35) then becomes (36)
At this point it is important to underline that the input-output relation as expressed by (36) Equations (39) and (40) correspond to products of currents and it will be shown that they can be simply implemented using translinear loops. This method of capacitor current substitution and continued fraction expansion can be extended to higher order filters in a fairly straightforward way. For higher order filters however, the earlier question of which capacitor current substitution to choose becomes more important, since certain choices of substitution will result in design equations which are difficult to implement or nonrealizable. To ensure that a physically realizable set of design equations that correspond to the desired frequency-domain behavior is always obtained, the following substitution should always be chosen:
with being the -th Bernoulli-cell capacitor current.
For the case of higher order all-pole behaviors governed by internal conditions of the form (30.a) and (30.b), an analytical treatment similar to the one corresponding to (25.a)-(36) would again reveal that the above substitutions ensure that the time domain input-output relation is equivalent to the required frequency domain response.
Equation (35), and similar expressions for higher order filters, do not take into consideration the internal dynamics of the structure. They are simply derived by means of the rearrangement of the differential equation corresponding to the desired external behavior of the system. Clearly, a common (internally) linear system could just as easily correspond to the same differential equation. The realization that (35), or similar ones for higher order behaviors, ignores the internal dynamics of the structure, means that it would be pointless to examine whether quantities of the form equal . In fact, the internal capacitor currents are described, in general, by rather complicated expressions of the output current and its derivatives and not by elegant expressions of the form , etc. On the other hand, as long as the suggested substitutions take place, it is ensured that the input-output relation in the time domain is equivalent to the desired frequency domain response [recall (36) and the comments there].
Hence, it is for the above reasons that the symbol instead of the more common has been adopted for the proposed substitutions.
If the desired transfer function contains zeros, the timedomain equivalent of the desired transfer function will incorporate terms of the form in the numerator. The appropriate substitutions can be found by means of a similar analytic treatment and (due to a lack of space) will be discussed elsewhere.
Before clarifying the synthesis procedure with a specific example, the proposed all-pole transfer function synthesis steps are summarized below: i) Convert the frequency domain transfer function to its time-domain equivalent by applying the inverse Laplace transform. ii) Substitute the terms of the form with the quantity , with being the -th Bernoulli-cell capacitor current. iii) Extract the necessary design equations in the form of time-domain current product equalities, by expressing the time-domain equivalent of the desired transfer function in continued fractions form, iv) Implement the necessary TL design equations; the designer is left with the freedom to choose any appropriate (translinear or not) architecture which satisfies the required TL design equations, although a translinearonly design strategy seems to facilitate the design. The proposed bottom-up synthesis procedure is best clarified by an example; consider the case of a second order lowpass filter synthesis with a transfer function given by As was previously explained, the purpose of rearranging (43) into continued fractions form is to create and isolate terms of the form to identify both the currents and the conditions which are necessary for the generation of the desired transfer function.
From (44) From (41) is clear that the dimension of quantities and are and , respectively. The relations (46.a) and (46.b) correspond to time-domain current product equalities, and thus reveal the necessary TL design constraints. It should now be clear how the recursive form of continued fractions can be used to derive these constraints (step iii).
Proceeding to step (iv), the designer already knows the backbone [shown in Fig. 3(b) ] of the final topology (shown in Fig. 5 ) since two Bernoulli-cell capacitor currents are 
Comparing the necessary (48.a) with (49), which corresponds to a circuit-level implementation, reveals the condition
The next step is to design the additional circuitry which will implement (48.b) and which will finally define the desired collector currents and . Since where is a constant term with dimensions of , a constant current source is added at this node, i.e.,
The block shown in Fig. 6 [12], [13] , [30] can be used to implement the constraint (48.b), since by connecting terminals A and B at the emitters of and , respectively, (see Fig. 5 ) and applying the TLP to the loop formed by According to (50) and (53) : a convenient setting is . Note that there is no indication as to the value of (see Fig. 5 ), although clearly at any instant when the TL loop is suitably biased. From (41), (50) and (51) it can be derived that and Thus, for the frequency and the quality factor (54) and (55) with . Observe that and can be tuned orthogonally.
[At this point, it may be useful to note that the application of the analysis method described in Section IV to the circuit illustrated in Fig. 5 would confirm that the realized transfer function is indeed a second-order lowpass filter with parameters defined by (54) and (55).]
Other higher order transfer function synthesis examples, created by means of the proposed approach, can be found in [31] .
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The validity of the Bernoulli-cell approach was confirmed via indicative HSPICE simulations with process parameters from a commercial 1-GHz bipolar technology. No particular attempt was made to optimize the performance of the proposed circuits. This discussion concentrates on presenting results that are in close agreement with the theoretically predicted behavior. Although alternating current (ac) (smallsignal) simulations are shown, the large-signal operation of the log-domain structures has been confirmed with largesignal multitone transient simulations since, for ac analysis, the simulator replaces each active device with its smallsignal equivalent locally linearized around a direct current (dc) operating point. All simulations were carried out with the power-supply voltage set equal to 3.3 V.
A. Analysis Example
For the analysis example, the validity of (21)- (24) was verified. Setting arbitrarily pF, and altering the current , the dc gain varies according to (24) [see Fig. 7(a) ], whereas a capacitator sweep verified the tuning of , according to (22) , for an arbitrary value [see Fig. 7(b) ]. Similar confirming results were produced for other arbitrary values of currents and capacitors.
B. Synthesis Example
The transfer function of the lowpass filter synthesized in Section V reveals that when the currents (with ) are varied in such a way that their product remains constant, then the transfer function (41) should remain unaltered. This observation raises the vital question of the optimum combination of currents when a particular filter is implemented. This paper does not aim to provide an answer to this question and concentrates only on presenting simulation results which confirm the validity of the proposed approach. An investigation of the best combination of currents for a particular desired frequency response is addressed in [29] where the case of a bandpass filter is elaborated. In practice, the relative magnitude of the dc bias currents will affect performance criteria, such as distortion and signal-to-noise ratio and, to the best of our knowledge, a thorough theoretical treatment of such criteria has yet to be presented for log-domain circuits. However, the proposed low-level method provides the designer with the freedom to conveniently experiment in achieving the design criteria, since various design objectives, such as and , are related to the products of the biasing currents in a clear way.
The ac response of the lowpass filter of Fig. 5 was simulated for different current settings, as shown in Fig. 8 . The frequencies for the two filters of Fig. 8(a) and (b) were theoretically equal to 15.3 and 490 MHz, respectively. Observe that, for different values of but with the product constant, the frequency responses remain largely unaltered, as predicted from (53) and (54). The filter operates in class-A with the input current having the form and is the dc-component of the input. The filter of Fig. 8(a) showed a maximum total harmonic distortion (THD) level of 0.3% when an input tone of 1 MHz, modulated by , was applied. A similar THD value was obtained for the filter of Fig. 8(b) at an input frequency of 10 MHz. Fig. 8(a) shows close agreement between simulated and predicted ideal response for a variety of current value combinations corresponding to the same transfer function. This is in agreement with earlier published results [5] , [31] and is expected since the filtering action, in this case MHz, takes place well below the unity-gain frequency of the transistors . The filter of Fig. 8(b is shown in Fig. 8(b) . However, when , i.e., when all the filter current values do not differ significantly, then input tones of the same frequency and modulation index exhibit better linearity for high values. In addition, at the expense of power consumption, high values also lead to linearity improvement. In Fig. 8(b) there is a deviation between the simulated responses, which are close to each other as predicted, and the ideal response. This difference is due to the fact that the filtering ( MHz) takes place at frequencies much closer to the . In this case, the effect of the high-frequency parasitic poles is noticeable, causing peaking and altering the slope [32] - [34] . The simulated responses were confirmed by means of large multitone transient simulations within an accuracy of dBs. VII. CONCLUSION This paper has introduced a transistor-level nonlinear building block, termed a Bernoulli cell, and has described the application of this cell to the analysis and synthesis of log-domain structures. A low-level synthesis procedure is presented which does not require any high-level mapping and which reveals the relationships between high-level filter specifications and lowlevel circuit parameters in a clear way. These relationships offer the designer a degree of design flexibility to optimize the circuit-level implementation. As an analysis tool, the Bernoulli-cell approach allows the designer to easily write down a set of transformed KCL equations describing the dynamic response of the internal currents, and hence derive an expression for the input-output transfer function. It is hoped that this alternative approach to log-domain circuit design may provide further insight into this new and promising class of circuits.
